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Letter from the President
and Executive Director

I

t gives us great pleasure to present PONT’s first Annual Report outlining our first year of operations. We
are both honoured and proud to share with you PONT’s many accomplishments in 2016. Officially
established in November of 2015, it’s hard to believe that in just over a year we’ve signed our first grant
agreement, recruited PONT’s permanent Executive Director, established an exceptional joint investment
committee and secured new funding from our founding donors. Indeed, we have hit the ground running.
As the year began, David Morrison, a member of PONT’s Supervisory Board agreed to temporarily step
down as Supervisory Board member and act as interim Executive Director and lead PONT’s initial start-up
phase. Under his leadership and with the support of the Supervisory Board, PONT quickly established itself
as a functioning organization. By May 2016, just six months after PONT’s founding, we had established a
joint investment committee and launched a shared services organization with our partner the Caucasus Nature
Fund, and begun the recruitment process for PONT’s permanent Executive Director. By Summer we started
the process of establishing a programme office in Albania. And by the end of the year we welcomed Mirjam
de Koning as PONT’s first Executive Director.
With Mirjam now running our operations from our Regional Programme Office in Tirana, Albania, we are
confident that 2017 will see rapid progress in advancing our conservation work for the benefit of both nature
and people in the Wider Prespa Area1.

Lynda Mansson
President of the Supervisory Board

Mirjam de Koning
Executive Director

1: The Wider Prespa Area refers to the six protected areas surrounding the Mikri Prespa and Megali Prespa as well as the Transboundary
Prespa Park and part of the Ohrid-Prespa Transboundary Biosphere Reserve. This area covers the most significant biodiversity features of
the Prespa lakes and their surroundings.
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“

Our Mission

“

provide long-term financing for the conservation
and sustainable management of biological
diversity, natural processes and ecosystem
services in the wider Prespa area for the benefit
of nature and people in the region
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2016 Year in Review
P

ONT’s first full year in operation was
marked by progress on many
different fronts.

Solid Funding Base

With the funding split between permanent
capital committed to our endowment; and
a portion in the form of “sinking funds”
which must be spent by a certain date,
these commitments provide us with a solid
financial base from which to start.

With €28.2 million2 in funding committed
between late 2015 -2016 from the KfW
Development Bank (KfW)—mandated by
the German Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and
the MAVA Foundation; PONT is extremely
grateful to our founding donors for their
unwavering commitment to our Mission
and future success!

Earnings on the investment of KfW’s
endowment contribution and sinking fund
and the entire principal of the sinking fund
are dedicated primarily to support
PONT’s grant programme for protected
areas and environmental actors, such as
NGOs working in the portions of the
Wider Prespa Area located in Albania
and FYR Macedonia.

A smaller portion may also be used to
cover PONT operating expenses.
The MAVA sinking fund (including
investment earnings thereon) will be used
to support PONT’s grant programme in
favor of the Greek NGO Société pour la
Protection de Prespa (SPP). The investment
earnings on MAVA’s endowment can be
used for any purpose that supports our
mission.

Commitments to PONT’s Capital
MAVA

KFW

Total

12.6

15.6

28.2

- Endowment

6.0

9.6

15.6

- Sinking Fund

6.6

6

12.6

Committed Capital:
of which:

2 :28 million € has been committed to PONT’s capital over the 13 months from November 2015 through December 2016.
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Monitoring water birds at Prespa
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The PONT Staff
Takes Shape

First Grant to Support the Prespa Lakes

Mirjam de Koning was chosen as PONT’s
Executive Director in July and officially joined
PONT in November. Within her first few weeks
on the job, Mirjam made an initial assessment
tour of the region, meeting with regional
stakeholders and partners visiting the parks. In
December her attention turned to the German
side of PONT’s operations, with a visit to
Frankfurt to meet with Nature Trust Alliance and
our partners at KfW.

With the dedicated sinking fund, we began our support to Société pour la Protection de
Prespa (SPP), signing our first grant agreement to support the Prespa lakes and their
surrounding area.

Regional Programme
Office

Prespa is exceptionally rich in biodiversity, but is also transboundary; the basin lies on
the border of 3 countries. SPP emphasizes the creation and then management of an
interconnected and ecologically functional protected area and its resources are
dedicated to the conservation of the threatened ecosystems and priority species here.
SPP equally focuses on ensuring that stakeholders are actively informed of and involved
in conservation projects, as well as creating and supporting institutions to take over
protection and management from SPP. Resources are therefore focused on sustainable
management and fostering an effective conservation community.

Planning for
a Sustainable
Future

Understanding the needs of the region is a key step
ensuring successful impact. To plan PONT’s future
operations and grant programme, we supported
the preparation of a conservation gap analysis for
the region and a conservation needs’ mapping
and prioritization document. The documents will
serve as a basis for PONT’s grant programme and
priorities, ensuring PONT’s impact and
sustainability.
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Mirjam de Koning

Regional Programme Office

After an extensive analysis of the pros and cons
of different possible locations for the main
working office of PONT including locations in
Germany, the Prespa region and major cities of
Albania, Greece, and FYR Macedonia; PONT
decided on Tirana, Albania as our choice for
the main programme office. The second half of
2016 focused on laying the groundwork by
seeking and implementing legal and tax advice.
Founding documents for our subsidiary
foundation in Albania were prepared and filed
with the relevant court in Tirana with the result
that in early 2017 our PONT Regional
Programme Office was officially recognised and
established.
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Great Prespa and Island of Golemgrad
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Acknowledgements
No review of the first full year of PONT’s 2016
operations would be complete without a special
thank you to Panagiota Kaltsa, who from her
position at WWF Greece pushed along the
PONT project for more than three years from the
feasibility to the creation and finally the first full
year of operations. Panagiota left in December
to pursue other opportunities.
PONT would also like to thank the NTA staff,
who are part of the PONT family. Danielle
Megyeri moved from CNF in Paris to open the
new NTA office in Frankfurt in September. She
acts as Communications and Development
Manager at NTA. Birgit Methner joined NTA in
September as Finance and Operations
Manager. Both are providing invaluable
support.

Creating Nature Trust
Alliance
Many in the conservation trust fund (CTF)
community recognise that as relatively small
organizations, CTFs in general struggle to find the
right balance between the size, qualifications and
cost of administrative and support staff. For a
newly established CTF in particular, a considerable
amount of time and organization is needed to
create its structures and procedures and systems
before it can focus on its core work: grant and
programme development. This is even more
apparent for offshore CTFs, such as PONT, which
face special difficulties in determining how
effectively to ensure compliance with home country
regulations while at the same time developing a
meaningful presence in a particular region.
Together with our partner the Caucasus Nature
Fund (CNF), in the summer of 2016 we founded
the Nature Trust Alliance (NTA) as a “shared

services” office that began supporting us with
various services that are needed by both
foundations and thus can be efficiently shared,
including administration, financial management,
accounting, auditing, support to the joint investment
committee, fundraising, knowledge sharing,
German representation and relevant reporting.
Prior to the opening of NTA, CNF had been
supporting our back office needs on an interim
basis under a services agreement. We are grateful
to CNF for its support and looking forward to fruitful
cooperation—in and outside of NTA—in the future.
We are intent on continuing to develop this
important tool . Our hope is that our shared
services structure will provide a model for other
conservation trust funds to promote efficient and
professional practice in the field.
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Financials
Total assets at December 31, 2016 amounted to just over €25 million, a €22 million
increase compared to December 31, 2015.

Summary of Balance Sheet
Assets

Equity & Liabilities
€ 000s / December 31

2016

2015

Fixed Assets:

0.8

0.0

Equity

Property Plant & Equipment
(office furniture & equipment)

12,201.4

0.0

Capital

12,600.0

3,000.0

Reserves
Of which:

12,064.8

0.0

6,355.0

0.0

5,700.0

0.0

- Other reserves

9.8

0.0

Funds Carried
Forwards

307.9

-21.0

86.4

7.6

11.7

13.4

25,070.8

3.000

Financial Assets (Investment
Securities)

0.0

Current Assets and Prepaid/
Deferred Items:
Accounts receivable & other

43.6

0.0

Cash & Cash Equivalents

12.825.0

3,000.0

Prepaid Expenses and Deferred Charges
Total Assets

25,070.8

3,000

2016

- MAVA Sinking
Fund
- KfW Sinking
Fund

Provisions and
Liabilities:
Miscellaneous
Provisions
Trade accounts
and other
Total Equity
& Liabilities
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2015

This increase is reflected in PONT’s equity and is due to increases to both the endowment
capital and the reserves of PONT described above. Two contributions made to the
endowment capital of PONT by BMZ together totaled €9.6 million.
MAVA Foundation and BMZ both made sinking fund contributions to PONT’s reserves: the
MAVA contribution was €6.6 million (of which €245,164 plus a little less than €5,000 in
earnings on the sinking fund was expended in a grant) and KfW’s contribution was €6.0
million (of which €300,000 were withdrawn in late 2016 to cover 2017 operating
expenses).
Miscellaneous provisions amounted to €86,000 and reflected outstanding invoices for
consulting and other services in connection with investment advisory, custody fees, accounting,
financial statements and audit.
The asset side of the balance sheet reflects a nearly equal division between investment
securities (€12.2 million) and cash (€12.8 million), as the new contributions to PONT’s
capital were gradually invested over the course of 2016. PONT’s cash continues to be
invested in 2017, and by mid-year we expect to be fully invested.
For a detailed explanation of PONT’s financials, please refer to the Financial Report (Annex 1
of this doument).
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Annex 1

Financial Report
Income and Expenses
2016
Income

2015

(amounts in Euro, except %)

Net Investment Income

14,766

75

Revenue from Donations and Grants

160,000

0

Net Revenue

174,766

75

Total Programme Grants & Expenses

-268,250

0

Operating Expenses

-112,834

-21,049

Total Grant and Other Expenses

-381,084

-21,049

Net Income (Loss)

-206,318

-20,974

Transfer from Reserves (Sinking Funds)

545,165

0

Funds Available to Transfer to Reserves and Capital

338,846

0

0

0

-9,930

0

-20,974

0

307,943

-20,974

Expenses

Transfer to Foundation Capital
Transfer to Reservesl
Funds Carried Forward from Prior Year
Funds Carried Forward
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Income Statement
The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the 2016 audited financial
statements and notes thereto.

Background
As background for the discussion of PONT's income statement it is important to keep in mind
the different sources and uses of our funds.
•

As discussed in the balance sheet, PONT received separate "sinking funds" contributions
in 2016 from MAVA and KfW that are reflected in reserves. The two separate
contributions created a total fund of €12.6 million. Of this amount, a combined
€545,164 was disbursed in 2016 as discussed below. Both sinking funds must be
spent for their respective purposes by 2030.

•

In addition, PONT's spending sources include current use income in the form of donations
and the interest and dividend earnings and capital gains on our investments.

Net Income and Funds Carried Forward
In 2016, PONT's ordinary income and expense items generated a net loss of €--206,318.
This is because the spending of the sinking funds is reflected as a "below the line" transfer from
the reserve even though spent on programme grants and expenses. This transfer added
€545,164 in revenue, so that 2016 funds available to transfer to free reserves and capital
amounted to €338,846. After offsetting the negative carry forward from the prior year and
adding funds to our reserves (as discussed in the next paragraph), almost €308,000 were
carried forward to 2017.
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Annex 1

PONT is still in its growth phase and seeks to use provisions of the German tax law that allow
a foundation to add to its capital and reserves. In general, we plan to transfer capital gains
and up to one third of our investment income and up to 10% of current use income to different
reserves, allowing us to build our capital, protect it against inflation and generate larger
investment income in the future and thereby support the sustainability of our work. Even in our
start-up year with very little investment income, we were able to add €9,930 to our reserves
in this way.

With the inflow of the additional contributions to the endowment and creation of the two
sinking funds in 2016, we mandated our investment advisor and began a gradual process of
investing our cash. By the end of the year, through the combination of the investment income
(interest, dividends and capital gains) of €81,263 and the increase in the market value of our
investments (which is not shown in the income statement. The net investment income
contributed to an overall return on our invested assets of 1.8% driven by the increase in the
market value of our investment portfolio.

We plan and manage our expenditures in relation to the funding sources available to us.
We strike a balance between developing our grant programme on a sustainable basis and at
the same time adding the maximum permitted funding to capital and reserves, aiming for a
small carry forward of available funds to the next year (or at least a zero balance). For as long
as we have adequate sinking funds, we can draw on them to support our programme as it
develops and achieve a zero balance or small surplus on our income statement. Our
challenge is to develop funding sources that can allow us to continue spending at even higher
levels, and for the long term, as the sinking funds are consumed.

Revenue from donations and grants reflects the €160,000 grant from MAVA Foundation to
support our operating costs while operations were starting. It is expected that operating costs
in the future will be covered by investment income and a declining contribution from the KfW
sinking fund. Any future current use donations to PONT will also be reflected in this income
statement item.

Most of our expenditures are used for our core mission, namely grant and programme
expenses, but a smaller portion goes to cover administrative, fundraising and communications
costs. We discuss the relationship between administrative and programme costs below.

Net Revenue

Expenses
Grant and Project Expenses
The following table shows the development of PONT’s grant and programme expenses.

Grant and Project Expenses

PONT’s net revenue is composed of our Net Investment Income and our Revenue from
Donations and Grants as shown in the following table.

Net Revenue
2016

2015
amount in euros

Total Investment Income

81,263

75

Less Investment Expenses

66,497

0

Net Investment Income

14,766

75

Revenue from Donations and
Grants

160,000

0

Net Revenue

174,766

75
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2016

2015
amount in euros

Grants (1)
Programme Development
& Technical Services (2)
Total Programme Grants
& Expenses

250,000

0

18,250

0

268,250

0

(1) Grants for programmatic purposes.
(2) Mission-related activity with programme stakeholders (governments, PAs and donors), e.g. developing
programme and programme documentation; advising grantees on PA budgets and management;
documenting programme result/impact.
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PONT began its programme with its first grant to Société pour la Protection de Prespa (SPP).
This grant covered [part of] SPP’s programme and operating costs for the second half of
2016. This grant will be a regular feature of our programme going forward, as the MAVA
sinking fund is earmarked for this purpose. We expect our programme grants to increase in
2017 and 2018 as support for SPP will reflect a full year and we begin to roll out a grant
programme in Albania and FYR Macedonia. The Programme Development and Technical
Services figure reflects principally the work done by Mirjam de Koning in November including
the regional visit together with Panagiota Kaltsa.

Operating Expenses and Ratios
The development of PONT’s Operating Expenses and its operating expense ratio is shown in
the table below.

Operating Expenses
2016

2015
amount in euros

Administrative Expense

109,931

0

2,903

0

Total Operating Expenses-Total

112,834

0

Operating Expense Ratio*

29.6%

-

Communication and
Fundraising Expense

that will support PONT and its partners with various operational and administrative tasks that
are efficiently carried out from Germany. €58,528.36 of the administrative expense of
€109,931 went to cover the combination of CNF and NTA’s costs, which consist primarily of
the salaries of the CNF and NTA staffs and office rent. The remainder of the administrative
expense included mainly bookkeeping, financial statements and audit, trademark registration,
notary fees, legal and tax consulting fees in Albania, Mirjam de Koning’s salary as a
consultant in November and December, insurance, recruitment costs and travel expenses.
PONT will monitor its operating efficiency going forward in order to assess cost effectivenss of
our programme delivery. We will be looking into different models of measuring this in 2017
to determine which is best for us. We believe it is difficult to compare efficiency levels across
different organizations in the charitable world for two main reasons. First, there are a number
of different and hard to compare models on which charitable organizations operate and
second, there is no clear consensus on cost categories underlying various cost items such as
administrative expenses.
PONT believes that most important is for it to be clear and transparent about how it accounts
for expenses and the operating ratios that we use. Hence the discussion above. For the
moment, in this our first year of operations, we have measured operating efficiency simply by
dividing our operating expenses by our total grant and other expenses. The result is an
operating to total expenses ratio of 29.6%. This is normal for a start-up phase, but our goal at
a minimum will be to reduce this percentage to below 20% as we become fully operational.

*Operating Expense/Total Expense

PONT’s Interim Executive Director acted on a volunteer basis in 2016 in an effort to keep
costs low while we undertook the search for the permanent Executive Director and waited for
her to begin. In the summer of 2016, PONT joined Nature Trust Alliance, having been
supported up to then under an arrangement with CNF. NTA is a shared services joint venture
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